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Duck flight at Lake Chautauqua,
in the Illinois River valley a tew
miles above Havana. Some ot
the ducks, most of which are
mallards, are dropping into the
marsh smartweed beds.
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Duck Food Plants of the Illinois
River Valley
FRANK C. BELLROSE, Jr.
EACH year several million ducks
pass through the Illinois River val-
ley, scene of one of the greatest
concentrations of migrating waterfowl in
the United States. Over 90 per cent of the
fall flight is made up of mallards, which
have in recent years found an abundant
food resource in the mechanically picked
corn fields lying adjacent to the bottom-
land lakes. Even though corn amounts to
a considerable percentage of the plant diet
of the mallard,* natural waterfowl feed-
ing grounds still are important. Diving
ducks and most baldpates, gadwalls. teal
and pintails, as well as large numbers of
mallards, congregate principally where
natural food plants are abundant.
For the past 5 years the necessity for im-
provement of natural food beds in the
Illinois River valley has been apparent.
The large amount of money and effort
being spent on artificial propagation of
waterfowl food plants prompted the in-
auguration in 1937 of a study (Bellrose
1938) to determine the abundance and
interrelation of aquatic plants and to dis-
co\er optimum methods for management.
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Illinois River Hydrography
The Illinois River is formed by the
junction of the Des Plaines and Kankakee
rivers in eastern Grundy County, near
Channahon, 111. From there, it flows 60
miles almost due west to Bureau, where it
turns abruptly, flowing southwestward
into the Mississippi River at Grafton. Its
total length is about 270 miles, extending
diagonally across the state from north-
east to southwest. The major waterfowl
habitat is located between Hennepin and
Meredosia, a distance of about 140 miles,
fig. 1.
Because its fall is slight—onl\- 0.267
foot per mile over its length and 0.137
foot per mile from Utica to the mouth, a
distance of 230 miles—the Illinois River
is not able to carry its load and is in the
process of building up its bottoms. Its im-
mediate banks are higher than the sur-
rounding bottomlands farther from the
channel because in flood times the swift
water of the channel drops its load where
it meets the slower water of the flooded
bottomlands.
The water le\el of the ri\er and con-
nected bottomland lakes fluctuates greatly
with the season. The seasonal variation
in water level over a 20-year period is
shown in fig. 2. This variation appears to
have been very similar throughout the
valley. It will be seen in fig. 2 that the
general seasonal trend is for a spring rise
to occur in February and high water to
continue through May ; for low water
[237]
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levels to occur during July, August and
September; and for a small fall rise (25
per cent of the spring rise) to take place
during October and November. Since the
water generally fluctuates greatly during
the plant growing season, it has a tremen-
dous effect on aquatic life.
Because of drought, dredging, changes
in the amount of water diverted from
Lake Michigan, and creation of naviga-
tion dams on the Illinois River, the water
levels of the river valley have undergone
radical changes during the past few years.
The yearly trend of water levels in the
Illinois River, 1919-1939, is shown in
fig. 3. It should be noted that, as a re-
sult of drought and a reduction in the
amount of water diverted from Lake
Michigan, the level was considerably
lower after 1930 than in the years just
previous.
The seasonal fluctuations in water
levels during 1938, 1939 and 1940, fig. 6,
were abnormal in comparison with the
seasonal trend represented in fig. 2. Dur-
ing the fall months of the years repre-
sented in fig. 6, there was no appreciable,
consistent rise in the water levels. Be-
tween Nov. 28 and Dec. 17, 1940, a small
rise occurred in the waters of the Illinois
River at Havana. This was caused by the
much publicized increase of about 9,000
cubic feet per second in diversion from
Lake Michigan. Heavy precipitation re-
sulted in high water throughout June and
July, 1938, and from the middle of June
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Fig. 1.—Principal concentration area of migratory waterfowl in the Illinois River valley.
The map indicates the location of lakes involved in waterfowl food plant studies; also the location
of dams and of cities and villages significant in this study.
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Fig. 2.— Index of seasonal variation in Illinois River water levels over a 20-year periodi
1920-39, at Peoria and Beardstown. Figures indicate per cent of variance from normal, which
is 100 per cent.
to nearly the middle of Juh', 1^30. In
1940, there was a fluctuation of less than
2 feet of water at Havana, during May
and June, and only relatively minor \ aria-
tions through the other months of the year.
Six navigation dams extend across the
Illinois River system. Four dams, of the
gate type, form navigation pools on the
upper reaches of the Illinois and Des
Plaines rivers. Two dams, of the wicket
type, are located in the central section of
the river. Only two lakes on the upper
Illinois River are important waterfowl
areas ; they were formed by dams at
Star\ed Rock and Dresden Island. In
both these lakes, beds of sago and longleaf
pondweeds, wild celery, duck potato and
other aquatic plants have in recent years
become established as a result of the re-
duction of turbidity, the reduction of cur-
rent and the stabilization of water levels
by the dams.
The two wicket dams, one situated a
short distance below Peoria and the other,
the La Grange dam, below Beardstown,
are in the center of the Illinois River
waterfowl habitat. The\' therefore play
an important role in any waterfowl habi-
1920 1922 1924 1926 1928 19I3O 1932 I9!34
Fig. 3.—Trend in water levels of the Illinois River at Havana, 1919-.59. The profile represents
a moving average ot three. Scale in teet.
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tat management program ; they not only
increase the size of certain waterfowl rest-
ing grounds, but they affect waterfowl
food plants. The Peoria dam was placed
in operation in December, 1938, and the
La Grange or Beardstown dam on July
27, 1939. Figs. 4 and 5 show a stabiliza-
tion of water levels above the dams, except
at flood stages, after each dam was placed
in operation. Fig. 6 shows marked fluctua-
tions of water levels in 1938 and 1939 at
Havana, midway between the dams. The
fact that fluctuations shown for 1940 at
Havana were relatively small may be ac-
counted for by the lack of heavy precipi-
tation and the reduced, even flowage from
Lake Michigan, rather than by the dams.
Water of some of the fluviatile lakes
does not fluctuate with that of the river,
for dams and natural and artificial levees
retain the water during drought periods.
The best example of this condition is at
the Lake Chautauqua National Wildlife
Refuge, where artificial levees stabilize the
water level, fig. 7, except during periods of
unusually high water, at which time the
water rises over the spillways. From Feb.
14 to May 23, 1939, the water was above
the 437.5-foot spillway elevation; it is
obvious that during this period the water
level inside the Chautauqua Refuge was
practically identical with that of the river.
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
Fig. 4.—Seasonal fluctuation of Illinois River water levels at Beardstown, 1938, 1939 and
1940. Scale in feet. The decreased fluctuation in water levels, except at flood stages, in 1939 and
1940, is a direct result of the La Grange dam, placed in operation July, 1939.
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Fig. 6.—Seasonal fluctuations of Illinois River water levels at Havana, 1938, 1939 and 1940.
Scale in feet. The river levels at Havana, midway between the La Grange and Peoria dams,
apparently were little affected by these dams.
On either side of the river channel,
from De Pue to Meredosia, numerous flu-
viatile lakes, ranging in size from 60 to
6,500 acres, dot the bottomlands, fig. 1.
Together these lakes form at low stage
about 56,000 acres of water surface, while
the river channel covers an additional
15,000 acres. In relation to vegetation,
lakes in the Illinois River valley may read-
ily be grouped under three major types:
( 1 ) those with stable waters, except dur-
ing flood stages; (2) those with fairly
stable water levels, in which the water is
high during flood times but is more or less
retained during drought periods; and (3)
those with widely fluctuating water levels,
in which the water rises and falls with that
of the river. The lakes of the last type
usually have a wide entrance connecting
the lower end of the lake with the river,
while the land separating lake from river
is low and flat, hg. 8.
Prior to 1940, lakes with stabilized
water levels covered approximately 5,680
acres between Ottawa and Meredosia.
These included the Starved Rock Pool,
formed by a navigation dam on the Illi-
nois River below Ottawa ; the remnant of
Spring Lake, inclosed by levees within the
Spring Lake Drainage District near Ban-
ner ; and Lake Chautauqua, an abandoned
drainage district above Havana.
Prior to 1940, lakes with semistabilized
water levels covered about 7,920 acres ad-
ILLINOIS RIVER 1939
UAKE CHAUTAUQUA 1939
LAKE CHAUTAUQUA 1940
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
Fig. 7.—Water levels, in feet, of the Illinois River in 1939 and of Lake Chautauqua in 1939
and 1940. While water levels of the river fluctuate considerably, a stabilized water level is main-
tained in Lake Chautauqua except during flood periods such as occurred in the spring ot 1939.
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jacent to the Illinois River. These lakes
were Douglas, near Chillicothe ; Rice,
Beebe and Goose, near Banner; Cuba Is-
wine. Sawmill, Siebolt's and Billsbach,
near Henry; Mud and Wightman's, near
Sparland ; Upper and Lower Peoria, above
OOTEN BAY
NEAR
5T0WN, ILLINOI S
LUVIATILIS
UTEA
,
LATIFOLIA
A MUHLENBERG!)
TON AMERICANUS
POTAMOGETON PECTINATUS
Fig. 8.—Vegetation map of Muscooten Bay, showing location of principal duck food bed'
1938. Muscooten Bay in 1938 had a scarcity of waterfowl food plants because of fluctuatinu
water levels and high turbidity. A few patches of longleat pondweed {Potamogelon americanui)
occurred scattered among the islands of willow (Salix spp.), which protected them from the wind
and thereby reduced the turbidity. Note that American lotus (Nelumbo lutea) and marsh smart-
weed (Polygonum Muhlenhergii) were the two most common waterfowl food plants. However,
many beds of marsh smartweed failed to produce seed because by the time of flowering the water
had receded from the beds. As shown on the map a few beds of duck potato (Sagittaria tatijolia)
occurred despite the fluctuating water levels.
land, near Chandlerville; and Jack* and
Anderson, near Sheldons Grove.
Prior to 1940, lakes with fluctuating
water levels greatly predominated in area
throughout the valley. This type covered
about 43,000 acres and included the fol-
lowing lakes ; Lake De Pue, Spring Lake
and Goose Pond, near Bureau ; Senach-
*Regarded as a fluctuating lake in 1938; further
observation in 1940 showed it belonged to the semistabil-
ized type.
Peoria; Clear and Quiver, above Havana;
Muscooten Bay, Treadway Lake, Sanga-
mon Bay, Crane, Ingram and Stewart
lakes, above Beardstown ; and Meredosia
Bay, above Meredosia. Upper and Lower
Peoria lakes were then, and are, merely
broad expanses of the river.
In 1940, because of the absence of
spring floods and because of stabilization
of water levels by the Peoria and La
Grange dams, the character of many lakes
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changed, with a resulting change in water-
fowl food plants.
Hydrographically, Douglas Lake
changed from the semistabilized to the
stabilized type; Upper and Lower Peoria
lakes, Mud and Wightman's lakes and
Muscooten Bay from the fluctuating to
the stabilized type; Goose Pond and
Senachwine, Sawmill, Siebolt's, Billsbach
and Treadway lakes changed from the
fluctuating type to the semistabilized type
of lake.
Methods of Study
During the summer and fall of 1937,
a general survey was made of the vegeta-
tion of certain lakes along the Illinois
River (Bellrose 1938). In 1938, the scope
of the study was broadened to include
ascertaining the abundance of aquatic
plants. Maps showing the area covered by
various plant beds were constructed and
a planimeter was then used to measure the
area covered by each important plant spe-
Table 1.—Abundance of duck food plants in Class I lakes of the Illinois River valley—lakes
with stable water levels. Figures in acres.
Species of Plant
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cies. Other plants are unable to live under
varying environmental conditions. Bushy
pondweed, cattail, teal grass, millet and
water hemp, as shown by tables b-8, be-
long to this second type.
Examination of tables 1-8 discloses that
water levels are a major influence on the
Illinois River valley waterfowl habitat.
Changes in levels have caused the decline
or e.xtinction of many areas as duck feed-
ing grounds, and the creation or improve-
ment of others. A few grounds have re-
mained stabilized, but the majority have
been subject to yearly, if not seasonal,
changes.
Class I Lakes, Stabilized Waters.—
Tables 1 and 2, as well as 6, 7 and 8,
affirm the importance of stabilized water
levels to submerged aquatic plants. In
lakes with stable waters, the pondweeds,
sago, longleaf and bushy, covered a larger
percentage of area than any other aquatic
plant, according to these last three tables.
Lake Chautauqua, rigs. 9 and 10, is
the best example of this class. Levees and
control gates aid in maintaining a fairly
constant water level, which resulted in
the formation of large beds of pondweeds
and coontail in 1938.
In 1938 and early 1939, Douglas Lake
was a semistabilized lake ; the other bodies
of water represented in table 2 were in
the fluctuating class. With a greater stab-
ilization of water levels by the Peoria dam,
fig. 5, a decided shift toward submerged
aquatic plants was noted in these lakes
in 1939 and 1940. Sago pondweed acre-
age increased from 1 to 13 acres at Goose
Pond, from to over 281 acres at Siebolt's
Lake and from to 5 to 115 acres at Saw-
mill Lake. Waterweed increased from a
trace to 6.4 acres at Douglas Lake. Coon-
tail increased from a trace to 33.8 acres at
Goose Pond, from to 0.8 acre at Sie-
Table 6.—Aquatic plants and their relative abvindance, expressed in percentage of total acreage
of plants in 2 stable, 9 semistable and 8 fluctuating lakes of the Illinois River valley,
August, 1938.
Species of Plant
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bolt's Lake and from 32 to 40 to over Cursory inspection of Peoria Lake in
103 acres at Douglas Lake. With the 1938 revealed a few scattered beds of
greater stabilization of the water, wild bushy, sago and longleaf pondweeds, and
rice occurred in abundance during 1939 one wild celery bed of approximately 10
and 1940 at Douglas Lake. acres. The wild celery bed was located
Table 7.—Aquatic plants and their relative abundance, expressed in percentage of total acreage
of plants in 3 stable, 7 semistable and 9 fluctuating lakes of the Illinois River valley,
August, 1939.
Species of Plant
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Table 8.—Aquatic plants and their relative abundance, expressed in percentage of total acreage
of plants in 2 stable, 9 semistable and 5 fluctuating lakes of the Illinois River valley,
August, 1Q40.
Species of Plant Stable Semistable Fluctiating Total
River bulrush
Scirpus ffuviatilis
American lotus
Nelumbo lutea
Water hemp
Jcnida tuherculata
Coontail
Ceralophyllum demersum
Duckweeds
Spirodela polyrhiza
Lemna minor
Sago pondweed
Polamogelon peclinatus
Marsh smartweed
Polygonum Muhlenbergii
Longleat pondweed
Polamogelon americanus
Nutgrasses
Cyperus sirigosus
Cyperus erylhrorhhos
Duck millets
Echinochloa crusgalli
Echinochloa frumentacea
Rice cut-grass
Leersia oryzoides
Nodding smartweed
Polygonum lapathijolium
Duck potato
Sagiltaria lalifolia
Walter's millet
Echinochloa JValteri
Cattail
Typha angustijolia
Wild rice
Zizania aquatica
Pickerelweed
Ponlederia cordala
White water lily
Caslalia tuberosa
Wild celery
Vallisneria spiralis
Spanish needles
Bidens sp.
Bushy pondweed
Najas guadalupensis
Small pondweed
Polamogelon pusillus
Waterweeds
Anacharis canadensis
Anacharis occidentalis
Dotted smartweed
Polygonum punctala
Spike rush
Eleocharis sp.
Teal grass
Eragroslis hypnoides
Giant bur-reed
Sparganium eurycarpum
Longleaved ammania
Ammannia coccinea
0.14
1.92
0.65
1 30
2.04
0.78
0.39
o.os
0.07
28.62
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between Upper and Lower Peoria lakes.
Increased stabilization of water in 1939 re-
sulted in bushy, sago and longleaf pond-
weed and coontail beds much greater in
extent. With continued regular water
levels in 1940, wild celery, sago and bushy
pondweeds and coontail appeared through-
out Upper Peoria Lake. Also a smatter-
ing of waterweed was found in 1940.
Class II Lakes, Semistabilized Waters.
—According to tables 6, 7 and 8, river
weed covered no more than 3 acres, long-
leaf pondweed no more than 19 acres and
coontail no more than a trace in any lake
of this class. American lotus was about as
abundant in lakes of this class as in lakes
of Class II.
Among the emergent species, duck po-
V SCIRPUS FLUVIATILIS
o NELUMBO LUTEA
fi SAGITTARIA LATIFOLIA
S SALIX SPP.
'». CERATOPHYLLUM DEMERSUM
«SS POLYGONUM MUHLENBERGII
X POTAMOGETON AMERICANUS
Vv POTAMOGETON PECTINATUS
D NAJAS GUADALUPENSIS «.
HETERANTHERA DUBIA
Fig. 9.—Vegetation map of Lake Chautauqua, showing location of principal duck food
beds, 1938. Because of the great reduction necessary, the outlines in this and other similar maps
have been simplified. Note extensive beds of longleaf pondweed [Potamogeton americanus) and
coontail (Ceratophyllum demersum) through much of the lake; also extensive marsh smartweed
beds (Polygonum Muhlenbergii) in and among tracts ot willow (Sa/ix spp.).
bulrush, American lotus, marsh smartweed
and coontail were the predominant spe-
cies in lakes with semistable water levels.
Table 3 indicates that coontail in Class
II lakes covered large areas that com-
pared favorably in size with the areas of
this plant found in Class I lakes. Sago
and longleaf pondweeds occurred in only
small quantities in Class II lakes. Other
significant facts to be noted in table 3 are
the presence of rice cut-grass and wild rice,
the absence of wild celery and the scarcity
of waterweed. Goose Lake, fig. 11, is
typical of this class except that it contains
an unusualljf large bed of duck potato.
Class III Lakes, Fluctuating Waters.
—
As shown in tables 4, 6 and 7, lakes with
fluctuating water levels may be almost de-
void of submerged and floating aquatic
plants. Table 4 discloses that sago pond-
tato covered as much as 51 acres, giant bur-
reed as much as 20 acres and marsh smart-
weed as much as 95 acres in a single lake
of Class III. River bulrush covered 198
acres in one lake of this class. This was
considerably less than the 414 acres found
in a comparable Class II lake. Muscooten
Bay, fig. 8, was in 1938 a typical Class
III lake.
Lakes of Class III occasionally undergo
an early summer metamorphosis, during
which the water recedes to expose broad,
extensive mud flats. In the summer of
1936, and to a lesser extent in 1937, many
moist-soil plants of value as duck foods
grew on these mud flats. Such plants as
nutgrasses, wild millet, teal grass, nodding
and largeseed smartweeds and water hemp
or pigweed made up the bulk of this vege-
tation. Data in table 6, however, show
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that during 1938 there was little develop-
ment of such plants in the Illinois River
valley. A glance at fig. 6 helps to explain
this situation. The water remained high
in lakes of this type throughout July.
Shortly after the water level dropped in
August, exposing mud flats, a subsequent
rise drowned the immature moist-soil
plants commencing to appear.
In 1938, Clear Lake had a dearth of
moist-soil plants. In 1939, it had an
occurred in the Havana region in the lat-
ter part of June and throughout July,
1940, than in the equivalent 1939 period.
Consequently, an unusual development of
wild and Japanese millets, nutgrasses,
smartweeds and water hemp occurred in
1940, table 5, on the mud flats of Qui\er,
SCIRPUS FLUVIATILIS
NELUMBO LUTEA
SAGITTARIA LATIFOLIA
SALIX SPP
i^ CERATOPHYLLUM DEMERSUM
^ POLYGONUM MUHLENBERGII
X POTAMOGETON AMERICANUS
; POTAMOGETON PECTINATUS
n NAJAS GUADALUPENSIS &
HETERANTHERA DUBIA
Fig. 10.—Vegetation map of Lake Chautauqua showing location of principal duck food beds,
1939. Compare this map with that for 1938. Note the increase in American lotus (Nelumbo
lutea). Note also the decrease in coontail [Cercitophyllum demersum) and longleaf pondweed
{Polamogeton amerhatius). Sago pondweed iPolaniogeton pectinalus) showed an increase in 1939
but has since suffered a marked decline. The decrease in these three species started after 1937,
when the levees were repaired, and has continued because the water depth has been held too high
for sufficient light intensity to reach those plants that were established when the lake was shallower.
A stabilized water level of increased depth has resulted in an encroachment of duck potato iSugit.
taria latifolia) on river bulrush (Scirpas fliiriatiliA.
abundance of such plants, table 5. This
change represents a typical metamorphosis
of Class III lakes. As indicated by fig. 6,
the water level of the Illinois River at
Havana, a few miles below Clear Lake,
averaged about 2 feet lower during July,
1939, than during July, 1938, and lower
still during August and September, 1939.
The low water caused much of the shal-
low, flat Clear Lake basin to be exposed
as mud flats, on which moist-soil plants
rapidly grew as the water receded. The
water was too high at other bodies of
water to expose mud flats of appreciable
size.
As shown in fig. 6, a lower water stage
Bath, Clear, Crane, Horn and other lakes.
At Clear Lake, fig. 12, water hemp cov-
ered over 930 acres, nodding smartweed
1 53 acres, nutgrasses over 84 acres and
millets over 128 acres. Horn Lake, com-
pletely covered by American lotus in 1939,
had 11.2 acres of Japanese millet and over
2i acres of water hemp in 1940.
Effect of Floods
Severe floods have at various times in
the past poured through the Illinois valley.
Exceptionally high water prevailed in
most of the summer of 1927. This, it is
reported, wiped out almost all the Ameri-
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can lotus beds in the region and drowned
innumerable pecan trees in the bottoms
above Beardstown.
In 1938 the water level, after dropping
in mid May, rose 2 to 3 feet in June
and July, figs. 4-6. Such a small rise had
no effect on the American lotus, fig. 13,
the leaves of which rose with the water,
but it left its mark on several other species.
by 2 feet of water. When mapping was
done in August, there was scarcely a leaf
left on the plants, which were covered with
sediment. They failed to flower. Thus it
SCIRPUS FLUVIATILIS
NELUMBO LUTEA
SAGITTARIA LATIFOLIA
CASTALIA TUBEROSA
SALIX SPR
CERATOPHYLLUM DEMERSUM
POLYGONUM MUHLENBERGN
POTAMOGETON AMERICANUS
POTAMOGETON PECTINATUS
Fig. 11.—Vegetation map of Goose Lake, showing location of principal duck tood beds,
1938. This lake is near Duck Island, a few miles south of Banner. Here semistable water levels
resulted in large beds of duck potato (Sagittaria latijolia), marsh smartweed (Polygonum Muhlen-
bergii) and American lotus {Nelumho luted). High water in the spring of 1938 resulted in the dis-
appearance the following year of much of the duck potato bed, the areas being taken over by
river bulrush (Scirpus fluviatilis), American lotus {Nelumho lulea) and coontail (Ceratophyllum
demersum). Note the scarcity of longleaf and sago pondweeds {Polamogelon americanus and P.
peclinalus).
For instance, only a trace of sago pond-
weed remained in Jack Lake in August,
1938, table 3, although in late May the
lake had innumerable patches scattered
over the area of several hundred acres.
From the August appearance and associa-
tion of the remaining patches, it was ob-
vious that the greater part of the sago
pondweed had been killed by the high
water of June and July.
Table 3 shows 210 acres of duck potato
at Goose Lake in 1938, fig. 11. A survey
in June revealed these plants to be covered
is no wonder that only 15.5 acres of duck
potato remained in 1939, and only 4.8
acres in 1940. River bulrush and Ameri-
can lotus occupied the vacated areas.
River bulrush, figs. 14, 15 and 16, be-
gan to send up shoots from its large tubers
in mid May, 1938. With the high water
in June and July of that year, fig. 6,
many beds of river bulrush were inundated
and the plants killed. Marsh smartweed
stems and foliage, which rose with the
water, were not inundated, and this smart-
weed began to spread over areas formerly
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occupied by the river bulrush. Later, with
the return of low water in August, a sec-
ond growth of bulrush stems appeared
from the resistant tubers. In 1939, with
low water in June and July, river bul-
rush regained areas it had lost to marsh
smartweed. AVith low water in 1940,
river bulrush invaded marsh smartweed
beds in several places.
Table 3 indicates the shift in abundance
of these species at Rice, Miserable, Beebe
and Goose lakes over a 3-year period. At
herbaceous plants to develop ; it is also con-
ducive to growth of willows, cottonwoods
and buttonbush, plants of little value as
sources of waterfowl food. In 1940, sev-
eral areas of the exposed basins of Crane
and Horn lakes were covered with seed-
ling willows and cottonwoods. There is
evidence that in other lakes willows and
buttonbush, figs. 17 and 18, have in the
past invaded exposed areas in periods of
low water and maintained their position
with the return of higher water. Thus,
CLEAR LAKE
ECHINOCHLOA FRUMANTACEA
POLYGONUM LAPATHIFOLIUM
ECHINOCHLOA WALTERI
ELEOCHARIS PALUSTRIS
LEERSIA ORYZOIDES
SCIRPUS FLUVIATILIS
SAGlTTARIA LATIFOLIA
ACNIDA TUBERCULATA
CYPERUS SPP.
ZIZANIA AQUATICA
SALIX SPP.
Fig. 12.—Vegetation map of Clear Lake, showins; location of principal duck food beds, 1940.
Clear Lake in 1940 was an excellent mallard and pintail leeding ground because of the extensive
beds of moist-soil plants. Japanese and Walter's millets {Echinochloii friimantacen and £. If'a/leri),
nutgrasses {Cypenis slrigosus and C. erylhrorhizos'i, water hemp or pigweed i.icnida tuherculata)
and nodding smartweed (Polygouum hipalhifoliuni) appeared on the exposed mud flats shortly
after recession ot the water in early summer. A small levee was constructed to enable springs
and rains to flood these beds during the hunting season.
Beebe Lake, for example, marsh smart-
weed shifted from 124 acres to 1 1 acres to
18.2 acres; river bulrush, from 195 acres
to 363 acres to 332.7 acres.
Effect of Drought
Drought not only lowers water levels
sufiicientlv to allow desirable moist-soil
they often become a pest by encroaching
upon waterfowl feeding grounds during
drought periods.
While various factors not understood
at the present time may be partly respon-
sible, I believe that the low water in Rice
Lake in 1940, resulting from drought,
was the principal cause of an increase in
American lotus from b4 to over 317 acres.
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Fig. 13.—American lotus (Nelumho lutea),
also known as yorkey nut. Able to withstand
fluctuating water levels, it is very abundant,
but unfortunately is a poor duck food. Seldom
do ducks consume the hard, nutlike seeds ot
this plant.
Fig. 14.—River bulrush (Scirpus fluvialilis).
This is often called flag in the Illinois River
valley, where it covers thousands of acres.
It is of little value as a waterfowl food plant,
since it rarely produces seed. It reproduces
by means of woody tubers and rootstocks.
table 3, with a corresponding decrease in
coontail, a more valuable duck food plant,
from 99 to 2.9 acres. Adjoining Beebe
Lake, although lowered by the drought,
averaged 8 inches deeper than Rice Lake.
In Beebe Lake, coontail increased from
34 to over 418 acres, although American
lotus was present in much of the same
area. This increase in coontail was un-
doubtedly the result of shallower water,
which was still not too shallow and which
allowed greater bottom light intensity.
Effect of Water Fluctuation
The importance of fluctuating water
levels as a factor affecting aquatic plants
has been discussed, but the manner in
which these levels directly influence vari-
ous plants needs explanation.
Fluctuating water levels affect aquatic
plants in several ways. During flood times
in spring and early summer, adequate sun-
light does not penetrate sufficiently deep
to enable aquatic plants to make normal
growth, as in their customary depths of
water. If aquatic plant beds become es-
tablished in the shallows during periods
Fig. IS.—An extensive bulrush bed at Rice
Lake; a few fruiting heads ot American lotus
are visible.
of high water, these same beds are ex-
posed with the return of normal or lower
levels to drying and to fermentation of the
vegetative parts. This exposure not only
prevents waterfowl from utilizing the
plants as food, but it also usually results
in failure of the plants to reproduce. As
pointed out elsewhere, American lotus and
river bulrush, among the less valuable
waterfowl food sources, are two of the few
plants tolerant of such severe physical con-
ditions.
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Fluctuating water levels affect such
marsh and moist-soil plants as wild and
Walter's millets, figs. 19-20, chufa. rice
cut-grass, certain smartweeds and pigweed,
as well as aquatic plants. \Vhen these
plants are inundated in their immature
more turbid the waters, the shallower be-
comes the maximum depth at which vari-
ous species of aquatic plants are able to
live.
During the summer of 1939 and 1940,
the transparency of many lakes along the
Fig. 16.—Remnant ut .i bed ot duck, potato iScigit/cuiii lalijiiiui] being cncro-ichtd upon by
r bulrush (Scirpiis fliivinlilisi in an area from which water has receded.
stages, as they frequently are during the
summer, they drown through lack of suf-
ficient carbon dioxide and oxygen. The
more mature these plants become, the
longer they are able to tolerate flooding.
In 1938 and 1939, many seedling Japan-
ese millet patches planted by duck clubs
failed to develop because of inundation in
July or August.
Factors Influencing Turbidity
^Vith the exception of fluctuating water
levels, turbidity is apparently the most
potent factor affecting aquatic plant beds
in the Illinois River region. Turbidity in-
hibits light penetration. The depth to
which submerged and floating aquatic
plants grow is dependent largely upon the
amount of sunlight they obtain. Thus, the
Illinois River was measured by means of a
Secchi disc. This disc is 10 centimeters (4
inches) in diameter and white in color.
The maximum distance below the water
surface that the outline of the disc is visible
in the shade is used as a measure of the
degree of transparency.
Fluctuating Water Levels. — Physical
factors may change the transparency of
part of a lake or an entire lake within a
few hours. In order to compare transpar-
encies as affected by water levels, it was
necessary to consider only those readings
not influenced by other factors. The
transparency readings at Lake Chautau-
qua, a lake with stable waters, varied from
8 to 60 inches, with an average of 10
inches. The exceedingly clear water of
this lake occurred in a narrow, spring-fed
arm that is protected from wind. In lakes
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Fig. 17.— Buttonbush (Cephalanlhiis occi-
dentalis), also called buckbrush. It is a medi-
ocre source ot duck food.
with semistable water levels, Secchi read-
ings ranged from 7 to over 32 inches, with
an average of 10 inches. At Rice Lake, the
d!sc was \isible on the bottom at all
depths, the greatest depth being 32 inches.
Secchi disc readings for lakes with fluctu-
ating water levels varied from 5 to 17
inches, with an average of 8 inches.
Thus, it is apparent that even lakes
with stable and semistable water levels in
the Illinois River valley have medium to
high turbidity. Lakes with fluctuating
waters have a greater turbidity, even at
times other than flood periods, probably
largely because of the paucity of vegeta-
tion. In times of high water, Class III
lakes become very roily, transparencies be-
ing reduced to 4 inches and less.
Waves.—^Vaves are frequently as im-
portant as floods in causing lake waters
to assume a roily condition. Observations
made on Lake Chautauqua during the
summer of 1940 yielded information of
importance on this subject. Table 9 re-
veals that e\'en moderate winds may result
in a reduction of the transparency of water
from 1 1 to 6 inches. Waves may stir the
bottom soil and produce a high degree of
turbidity within an hour or two. Once
there is a heavy suspension of soil particles
in the water, 1 to 3 days are required be-
fore these particles commence to settle
noticeably (June 29—July 2, table 9).
Plants may be influential in curtailing
turbidity caused by wave action and by
fish. In the open water of Goose Pond a
strong wind reduced the transparency
from 1 1 to 3 inches in a few hours. In
nearby American lotus beds, which con-
tained coontail, the transparency readings
ranged between 12 and 20 inches and were
the same for identical positions before
and after the wind.
At Siebolt's Lake in 1939, Secchi discs
disappeared from sight at depths of 6 to 8
inches. No submerged or floating aquatic
vegetation was noted in this lake that
year, table 2. Following stabilization of
water levels, the lake was almost covered
by sago pondweed in 1940, and the Secchi
Fig. 18.—Buttonbush often occupies ground that could be utilized by better duck food plants.
\
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disc was visible 16 inches below the sur- were noted at Sawmill Lake and othei
face. Similar instances in which aquatic places.
plants increased the transparency of the Fish.—Rough fish—carp, buffalo, bull-
water, through inhibiting wave action, heads, catfish, sheepshead and dogfish —
Table 9.—
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are at times important causes of turbidity
in shallow lakes. They evidently create
greater turbidity than fine fish because of
their bottom-feeding habit. Their influ-
ence is more pronounced in shallow than
in deep water.
In August, 1938, several turbid areas
were noticed in the otherwise fairly clear
water of Muscooten Bay. Investigations
showed that rough fish were making the
waters roily. Since then a like condition
has been observed at several other lakes.
At Crystal Lake, in the bottomlands of
the Mississippi River, opposite Burlington,
Iowa, seining operations disclosed rough
fish to be verv abundant in 1939. Secchi
Fig. 20.—Walter's millet (Echinochloa JVal-
teri). It has longer awns, smaller seeds and
grows in wetter situations than wild millet
(Echinochloa crusgalli). Both species are
colloquially called corn grass.
disc readings taken weekly from May to
October of that year showed an average
transparency of 15 inches. During the
winter of 1939-40, the lake was frozen to
such an extent that the rough fish popula-
tion was greatly reduced. Secchi disc
readings made during March and April,
1940, revealed a transparency of 34
inches. It is believed that rough fish re-
duced the transparency of these waters
by nearly 2 feet.
Lynn Hutchens of the Cook County
Forest Preserve District reports in a letter
dated Jan. 8, 1941, the effect of fish on the
transparency of McGinnis Slough in Cook
County. Secchi disc readings in 1939 ran
from 6 to 10 inches, with an average of
8 inches. During the winter of 1939-40,
18 inches of ice combined with snow to
seal the slough from aeration and to
cause the destruction of an estimated 95
per cent of the fish population. Sample
counts in April disclosed approximately
50,000 black bullheads and 200,000 golden
shiners dead on the shore of the slough. An
immediate improvement in the transpar-
ency was noted, with Secchi readings av-
eraging 40 inches during the summer of
1940. Fish undoubtedly caused a loss in
transparency of at least 30 inches in Mc-
Ginnis Slough.
Soils.—The composition of soil {i.e.,
size and binding characteristics of soil
particles) influences aquatic plants in Illi-
nois River habitats much more than does
fertility of the soil. Waves, currents and
fish create greater turbidity where soil
particles are fine and loose than where they
are coarse or compact.
At Jack Lake, with readings taken in
areas of similar depths, transparencies ex-
ceeded 20 inches in an area with a hard
bottom, while, short distances away, over
a soft bottom, transparencies averaged
only 7 inches. The transparency of a shal-
low, silt-bottomed pond near Crane Lake
averaged 3 inches. A section of Sawmill
Lake having a very soft silt bottom gave
a transparency reading of 4 inches ; other
areas with firmer bottoms gave readings of
19 inches.
Pollution.—In the Illinois River navi-
gation pools above Utica, pollution seems
to be an important factor in increasing
turbidity. While transparencies in the
lower pool (Starved Rock) vary from 13
to 36 inches, transparencies 50 miles up-
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stream (Dresden Island) vary from 5 to
10 inches. Since each pool acts as a settling
basin, the louer one would seem to contain
fewer suspended pollution particles. The
effect of pollution on aquatic plants is
probably largely that of diminishing the
amount of sunlight penetrating the water,
rather than that of restricting plant
growth through lack of dissolved owgen.
Turbidity and Plant Abundance
Evidence at hand indicates that an aver-
age transparency of less than 9 inches
through the growing season almost pre-
cludes de\elopment of submerged and
floating aquatic plants, despite the fact
that other conditions may be favorable.
At Crystal Lake, across the Mississippi
Ri\er from Burlington, Iowa, not a trace
of pondweeds or coontail was found in
1939; a transparency of 15 inches was re-
corded as approximately average at the
time. In 1940, with transparency in-
creased to 34 inches, small beds of sago
pondweed appeared. A nearby pond, very
turbid, contained no plants in 1939. In
early 1940 the water cleared sufficiently to
make visible a Secchi disc on the bottom
at 30 inches. By June the pond contained
a mass of muskgrass and leafy pondweed
{Potamrjgeton foliosus).
Hutchens found only a few emergent
plants and no submerged or floating aqua-
tic plants in AIcGinnis Slough, Cook
County, in 1939, when the water averaged
8 inches in transparency. He reports that,
with the transparency increased to 40
inches in 1940, approximately 28 acres of
giant bur-reed appeared. Submerged
aquatic vegetation developed in the open
waters of the lake. One dense bed of
muskgrass, coontail and leafy pondweed
covered about 44 acres, a bed of muskgrass
and coontail covered approximately 98
acres, coontail and leafy pondweed grew
on 2.8 acres, and muskgrass and coontail
occurred in sparse growth over the rest
of the lake. Since other environmental
conditions were about the same in both
years, it seems obvious that the increase
in transparency was responsible for the ap-
pearance of aquatic plants in 1940. A
transparency varying between 6 and
10 inches seems to have precluded the
growth of aquatic plants at McGinnis
Slough in 1039.
Water Depth and Plant Abundance
The water level of Lake Chautauqua
was practically the same from June 1 to
Sept. 1 in 1939 and 1940, fig. 7. Although
there is only one gauge reading for 1938,
it is known that the water level was about
8 inches higher during the corresponding
period in that year. However, the total
abundance of coontail, fig. 21, and pond-
weeds, figs. 22, 23 and 24, has steadily
decreased, table 1. These species aggre-
gated about 1,149 acres in 1938. 859 acres
in 1939 and 441 acres in 1940. It was
believed at one time that wind action,
combined with water depth, caused the
decrease through diminishing transpar-
ency. A check of wind velocity records
at Peoria, a short distance away, revealed
that the number of days with a wind veloc-
ity of at least 9 miles per hour (for June,
July and August) was 52 in 1938, 47 in
1939 and 41 in 1940. The total movement
of wind for those months was 1 1,684 miles
in 1938, 10,053 miles in 1939 and 10,535
miles in 1940. Wind action showed no
appreciable increase in the years pond-
weeds and coontail were decreasing from
1,149 acres to 441 acres.
The water in Lake Chautauqua was
shallower before its levee was repaired in
1938 than after. Perhaps the shallow
water prior to 1938 favored establishment
of certain aquatic plant beds, while the
higher water maintained since then has
been too deep to favor germination and
propagation of pondweeds and coontail.
In areas of Lake Chautauqua where
the Secchi disc normally becomes invisible
at 1 1 inches, scattered patches of coontail
grow in water up to 54 inches deep. \Vhere
the Secchi readings are 60 inches, coontail
forms a dense mat 5 to 6 feet deep.
Bushy pondweed evidently requires high
transparency. At Lake Chautauqua it
grows only where the bottom can be seen,
and then only in areas protected from
waves creating roily waters. Probably be-
cause the water in those areas has become
shallower each year, the bushy pondweed
lias increased from a trace to 7.3 to 8.6
acres, table 1. At Spring Lake, near Ban-
ner, the exceedingly clear water is un-
doubtedly the reason for abundance (78
acres) of this pondweed there.
In Lake Chautauqua areas where the
transparency is normally 10 inches, sago
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Fig. 21.—Coontail or hornwort (Ceratophyllum demersum), a favorite food of baldpates and
jadwalls. It thrives in stable or semistable waters that are fairly clear and protected from waves.
Fig. 22.—Sago pondweed iPotamogeton pectinatus). This plant grows best in lakes with
stable water, at depths of 2 to 4 feet. It is colloquially called teal grass and eel grass.
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Fig. 23.—Longleaf pondweed (Potamogeton americanus), deer's tongue to most Illinois River
residents. Ducks feed on the seed of this plant.
pondweed has ceased to thrive in water
over 48 inches deep, and it is entirely ab-
sent from water over 56 inches deep. How-
ever, in the glacial (Fox River) lakes, we
have found it growing in 70 inches of
water having a transparency of 54 inches.
Martin Sc Uhler (193Q) report long-
leaf pondweed growing at depths of 3 to
r'.„i-'xi:.: ^
5 feet. Yet, at Lake Chautauqua, this
species has not been found in water over
3 feet deep. In 1938, and to a lesser de-
gree in other years, beds of longleaf pond-
weed extended through the lower lake
on the spoilbanks of former drainage
ditches, where the water was 8 to 20
inches shallower than elsewhere. This
apparent restriction on the maximum
depth at which this pondweed will grow in
Lake Chautauqua must be due to turbidity.
The increase of coontail at Beebe Lake
from 34 acres in 1939 to over 418 acres
in 1940, table 3, I feel certain must be
attributed to the lower water during the
latter year. A transparency of 9 inches,
ombined with an average depth of 30
inches, apparently did not encourage dense
-rowths of coontail in 1939. But the
-ame transparency, with the water only
22 inches deep, permitted a greater light
intensity to reach the plants, and was
therefore more favorable for the formation
of dense beds in 194(1.
Fig. 24. I Mii^ri, ,ii piiTKlHcfd beds at Lake
l.'h:iut:iui}ua, northeast of Havana. .At Lake
Chautauqua, where the water level is stable,
extensive beds of this valuable duck tood plant
oeeur in water about 2 feet deep.
Other Factors in Plant Abundance
In addition to turbidity and water
depth, many other factors influence the
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abundance of aquatic plants. Among the
most important are soil character, sedi-
mentation and wave action.
Soils and Sedimentation.— The in-
fluence of soils on turbidity has been dis-
cussed. Soils in the Illinois River valley
influence aquatic plants more by the ex-
tent to which they contribute to turbidity
than by other properties they may or may
not possess. The lake beds vary little in
soil type. Beds in the upper portion of the
valley are composed of Sawmill clay loam,
while those in the middle part tend toward
Sawmill clay and Beaucoup clay loam.
The lake basins of the lower part of the
Illinois River region are made up of Saw-
mill clay plus Beaucoup clay. These soil
types have a high fertility and are very
productive.
The majority of bottomland lakes have
large amounts of silt and clay particles
deposited in their basins. During flood
stages the river overflows its banks, there-
by covering the bottomland and its lakes
with a sheet of water containing a heavy
load of soil. In the slowly moving back-
Fig. 25.—Marsh smartweed (Polygonum Muhlenbergii), red-top to most duck hunters be-
cause of its bright pink-red blossoms. When this plant grows in water 6 to 18 inches deep it
produces seed, but when growing on dry ground it rarely produces either seed or flowers.
t
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waters, sand first settles from the water
and, a few hours after the water becomes
quiescent, silt particles commence to settle.
It is sometimes a matter of dajs, however,
before fine, suspended clay particles begin
to settle from motionless water.
Streams that flow into bottomland lakes
are another important source of sedimen-
tation. In the past 5 years. Crane Lake
has been filling up at a rapid rate because
of the deposits from the channel waters
of the Sangamon River. Several other
lakes are in the same predicament. If
nothing is done to check sedimentation,
these lakes will continue to shrink in size,
eventually becoming tangles of buttonbush
fig. 18, willows and herbaceous vegetatimi
of little use for waterfowl feeding or
resting grounds.
Little can be done to prevent the drop-
ping of sediment in flu\iatile lakes during
flood periods of the Illinois River, but it
may be feasible to divert the course of
streams entering these lakes so that they
will deposit their loads elsewhere. At the
Mallard Club, near Bureau, small dams
are used during the hunting season to hold
water from channels of Bureau Creek,
which flows through the marsh. After
the season, spillways are lowered so that
the marsh is no longer a huge settling
basin for the streams entering it. It is
also possible to retard silting in some lakes
by employing soil conservation measures
on adjacent drainage areas.
Wave Action.—Influences of wind and
wave action on aquatic plants through re-
ducing transparency have been discussed.
The direct effect of wave action in tearing
and uprooting plants, because it is more
apparent, is generally overemphasized in
the Illinois River region. Occasionally,
however, after severe wind storms, the
shore of Lake Chautauqua is littered by
coontail and sago and longleaf pondweed
plants. During September, 1939, many
wild celery plants were uprooted from
beds in the Starved Rock pool. Occasion-
allv wind has been known to blow down
clumps of bur-reed and other marsh plants
with an insecure footing.
Turbidity caused bv waves may be al-
leviated on large bodies of water by the
construction of islands and levees at right
angles to the prevailing; winds. These
earthen structures should be planted with
willow, buttonbush, marsh smartweed,
river bulrush or hardstem bulrush in order
further to reduce wave action and wash-
ing. Such areas furnish ideal shooting
Fig. 26. 'I'ypical niarih ijnartwccd licds in
water 12 inches deep at Lake Chautauqua,
near Havana.
stands on large lakes where there is a pau-
city of these places.
Commercial Fishing. — Commercial
fishing is an important industry in the Illi-
nois River valley, where the bottomland
lakes yield an abundant supply of carp,
buffalo, catfish and sheepshead. These fish
are caught largely with hoopnets and
seines. Hoopnets have little effect on
aquatic vegetation. Seines may, and fre-
quently do, injure beginning plant beds by
uprooting small patches of coontail and
pondweeds or breaking off the growing
tips of young plants.
Seed Production
Because seeds furnish the bulk of the
plant food taken by ducks in the Illinois
River valley, seed production is very im-
portant in determining the value of duck
food plants.
We have made no quantitative measure-
ment to date of seed production by various
aquatic plants. Yet, from observation, it
is obvious that seed production of several
aquatic plants varies tremendously. We
know too little concerning the environ-
mental complexities that govern seed pro-
duction.
On numerous occasions I have examined
beds of giant bur-reed. Of more than 30
such beds inspected, only 2 were producing
an appreciable supply of seeds. One bed
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Fig. 27.—Nutgrass (Cy-
perus sirigosus). This de-
sirable source of duck food
grows on mud flats. Chufa
(Cyperus esculenlus) is very
similar but a better duck
food because it produces
tubers as well as seeds, on
both of which ducks feed.
The inset shows a bed of red-
rooted nutgrass (Cyperus ery-
Ihrorhizos) flooded by fall
rains.
of 20 acres in Muscooten Bay had only
one fruiting head per 16 linear feet in
August, 1939. Two acres of giant bur-
reed in Goose Pond in the same month had
one fruiting head per 3 linear feet. The
first bed was located in an area with more
rapidly fluctuating waters than was the
second.
Hutchens reports (letter, Jan. 8, 1941)
that at McGinnis Slough in Cook County
no seed was produced by giant bur-reed
plants growing in water. Those growing
on moist soil produced seed. The plants
growing in water were 3 to 4 weeks later
in development than those growing on
moist soil.
Sago pondweed, fig. 22, is an erratic
seed producer in the Illinois River valley.
Often rated as one of the most valuable
duck food plants, it falls short of this repu-
tation in the Illinois valley because of its
failure to produce seed in certain years.
In 1938, inspection showed that longleaf
pondweed beds in Lake Chautauqua, fig.
24, were producing fully twice as much
seed as were sago pondweed beds of equal
size. A study involving use and abundance
of duck foods (Bellrose& Anderson 1940)
corroborated this finding. Although at
Lake Chautauqua sago pondweed pro-
duced more seed per plant in 1939 than in
the previous year, the seed it produced in
1940 was approximately as much as in
1938. At Siebolt's and Sawmill lakes,
sago pondweed produced little seed in
1940 notwithstanding the abundance of
plants in those lakes, table 2. According
to estimate, less than 0.5 per cent of the
plants at these lakes, and at Goose Pond
in 1940 only 2.0 per cent of the plants,
had spikes bearing seed.
River bulrush, fig. 14, is a notoriously
poor seed producer. Despite the fact that
it covers several thousand acres in the Illi-
nois River valley, I have found only two
small beds that were fruiting extensively.
One was at Lake Chautauqua in 1938,
and the other at Goose Pond in 1940.
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Stable waters may be conducive to fruiting,
but such conditions do not insure it, since
many beds in stabilized water areas have
produced no seed. River bulrush propa-
gates largely by rootstocks.
Much of the fruiting of marsh smart-
weed, figs. 25 and 26, is directly dependent
on water depth. When growing in water
3 to 18 inches deep, this smartweed pro-
duces quantities of seeds, as observed at
Fig. 28.—Water hemp or pig-
weed i.-Zcnitiii liiberculalai. This
plant forms a rank growth on
mud flats, frequently competing
with Japanese millet. It is a
good source of duck food, but
not so good as either wild or
Japanese millet. Pintails and
mallards like the minute, dark-
colored seeds of the water hemp.
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Lake Chautauqua in 1938, 1939 and 1940,
at Jack Lake in 1938, at Cuba Island in
1938 and 1939, at Beebe Lake in 1938,
and elsewhere. At Flat Lake, in 1938, a
large bed of marsh smartweed fruited
heavily in water 14 inches deep; in 1940,
the water depth had been increased to 36
inches, with the result that the smartweed
was scattered, the plants sickly and the
fruiting poor.
Numerous examples are known of marsh
smartweed beds that failed to produce seed
after the water had receded from the beds,
leaving only moist soil. The beds at Jack
Lake, fruiting heavily in 1938, were pro-
ducing less than 1 per cent as much seed
in 1940, when they were exposed by re-
ceding water levels. At Beebe Lake, in
1938, almost every plant was pink blos-
somed; in 1939, little water remained in
the marsh smartweed zone, and only a few
flowering spikes were noticed. By 1940,
no water was left in the marsh smartweed
zone, and scarcely a fruiting spike was
found.
Observations alone are sufficient to show
that moist-soil plants— wild millet, fig.
19, and Japanese millet, nutgrasses, fig.
27, water hemp or pig^veed, fig. 28, smart-
weeds and rice cut-grass, fig. 29
—
produce
more seed per unit of area than aquatic
plants, such as longleaf and sago pond-
weeds, figs. 23, 24 and 22.
Important Duck Food Plants
To determine the value of duck food
plants in the Illinois River valley, Bellrose
& Anderson (1940) compared the 1938
abundance and use of aquatic plants. Since
numerous duck food plants, notably those
in the moist-soil groups, were very scarce
in 1938 because of high waters the value
of all duck food plants was not ascertained.
Compilation of the 1939 and 1940 data,
when completed, should give an accurate
index to the value of all important duck
food plants in the Illinois River valley.
Essence of the report for 1938 was that
rice cut-grass, figs. 29 and 30, was the
best native duck food plant in the Illinois
River valley in that year, and that coon-
tail, fig. 21, marsh smartweed, fig. 25,
and longleaf pondweed, fig. 23, were
Fig. 29.—Rice cut-grass (Leersia oryzoides), better known in the Illinois River valley as
sawgrass. It is one of the best native duck food plants, growing on moist soil and in shallow
water. Ducks feed on the rootstocks and seeds. The plant pictured here is bent to show both
ends.
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among the better plants. Giant bur-reed,
duck potato, tig. 31, and buttonbush. fig.
17, rated as fair to poor sources of duck
food. Sago pondweed, fig. 22, regarded
usually as an excellent duck food plant,
rated low in value in 1938, probably be-
cause of the fact that it produced little
seed locally. Spike rushes, river bulrush,
fig. 14, and American lotus, fig. 13. were
by Harry G. Anderson revealed not one
trace of wild rice seed. When 1 visited
Douglas Lake in August and September,
1939, thousands of red-winged blackbirds
were congregated there, feeding upon the
seed. They undoubtedly consumed most
of the crop. Since there are only very
limited areas suitable for the development
of wild rice, it would seem that any plant-
Fig. 30.- -Rice cut-grass beds in Quiver Creek, near Lake Chautauqua, September, 1940.
found to be practically worthless as food
for ducks in the Illinois River valley in
1938.
Stomach analyses by Harry G. Ander-
son* of 1939 and 1940 gizzards, while not
complete, indicate that rice cut-grass still
ranks first. Marsh smartweed, coontail
and buttonbush seem to have dropped in
relative value. Wild millet, fig. 19, and
Japanese millet, pigweed, fig. 28. nut-
grasses, fig. 27, and nodding smartweed
appear to be among the top foods in these
years, in which they were much more
abundant than in 1938.
Wild rice, generally a highly rated duck
food, is apparently of little value as a duck
food in the Illinois River valley. Although
81 acres of this species grew in Douglas
Lake in 1939, 108 duck gizzards obtained
there in the fall of that vear and e.xamined
•Working on Illinois Natural History Survey Federal
Aid Project 2-R. referred to earlier in this paper.
ings made—even though successful—
-
would not produce much food for ducks
in the Illinois River region ; blackbirds
would consume most of the seed.
Plant Competition
As already indicated, there are among
the waterfowl food plants certain species
that are little utilized for food by ducks.
These species are often in direct competi-
tion with more beneficial waterfowl food
plants. Our studies ha\ e shown that de-
spite their abundance in the Illinois River
region, American lotus and river bulrush
furnish little waterfowl food. They domi-
nate most other forms of aquatic and
marsh vegetation. In most places the\ must
be considered weeds in the waterfowl habi-
tat.
American lotus, rig. 13, which covers
hundreds of acres with its broad o\al
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leaves, has been seen to shade out beds
of coontail and pondvveeds. At Rice Lake,
the decrease of coontail from 99 acres in
Fig. 31.—Duck potato {Sagittaria lalifo/ia),
a mediocre duck food, forms dense beds in
shallow water and on moist soil. The seed
is more important as a duck food than the
tubers, which are usually too large and buried
too deep to be of maximum availability to
waterfowl.
1939 to 2.9 acres in 1940 must be attrib-
uted largely to the increase of lotus from
64 to over 317 acres in these same years,
table 3. Nevertheless, lotus may, when it
is not too dense, act as a nurse crop to coon-
tail. Much of the 418.5 acres of coontail
at Beebe Lake in 1940 was among open
stands of lotus, while the 33.8 acres at
Goose Pond were entirely among lotus.
The increase of lotus at Lake Chautau-
qua from 6 to more than 207 acres in 3
years, table 1, has been directly responsi-
ble for the loss of several sago and long-
leaf pondweed beds.
Lotus has continued to exist on mud flats
during periods of low water, thereby fre-
quently making inadvisable the sowing of
Japanese millet and preventing the devel-
opment of moist-soil plants on such habi-
tats. A scattering stand of millet was ob-
tained at the Central Illinois Club in
1939 and 1940 by broadcasting the seed
among the lotus leaves. At Horn Lake, a
sparse growth of millet was obtained
where this method was tried in 1940;
where lotus had been mowed before the
seed was broadcast, dense beds of millet
grew and thrived. Water hemp in 1940
assumed dominance over lotus at Crane
and Horn lakes, where it completely
crowded out several beds of the latter
species.
River bulrush, fig. 14, a coarse marsh
species, has been found to be an important
factor in restricting the growth of marsh
smartweed at Beebe and Goose lakes, as
well as at other lakes. It has also been
observed to encroach upon giant bur-reed,
softstem bulrush, duck potato, chufa, rice
cut-grass and wild millet beds, all species
more useful to waterfowl than river bul- '
rush.
Buttonbush, figs. 17 and 18, and wil-
lows tolerate long periods of inundation.
In many lakes with fluctuating water
levels, these species are encroaching upon
such marsh plants as river bulrush, marsh
smartweed and rice cut-grass. While our
studies show that buttonbush furnishes
fair duck food, willows are valueless as
food. Both species cover many areas that i
could well be occupied by more desirable I
plants. However, willows have a place in
the waterfowl habitat as cover and as a
means of reducing wind action.
Certain species of green algae {Chloro-
phyceae) have destroyed submerged and
floating plants on Lake Chautauqua and
one or two other lakes. These algae in
1938 and 1939 formed dense mats over
beds of sago and longleaf pondweeds and
coontail, thereby excluding a large amount
of sunlight from those plants. We do not
know whether the pale, sickly appearance
assumed by many pondweed beds at that
time is the result of blanketing by algae or
whether it is due to some other cause. Dur-
ing 1940, algae blown by the wind so
matted some marsh smartweed beds of
Lake Chautauqua as apparently to cause
considerable loss of vigor in the smartweed
plants. Martin & Uhler (1939) report
that certain blue-green algae appeared
upon decomposition to secrete a toxic sub-
stance that affected submerged seed plants.
Possibly marsh smartweed, an emergent
species, was affected by a toxin released by
the algae.
Methods of Control
There are several methods by which
American lotus, river bulrush and other
weeds may be partially if not entirely con-
trolled. They are ( 1 ) by altering existing
water levels, (2) by cutting and (3) by
using chemicals.
River bulrush may be partially if not en-
tirely controlled by raising the waters of its
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lake or marsh habitat. Although an in-
crease ot a few inches in the water level
does not injure the river bulrush, it can-
not tolerate water 20 or more inches deep
during the growing period. At Lake
Chautauqua, because of stabilized waters
10 to 18 inches deep, river bulrush has
since 1*5 .?S become less abundant each year.
Marsh smartweed. figs. 25 and 26, and
plants should be cut just before the flow-
ering period, before the plants produce
seed. With lotus, flowering does not us-
ually occur before July, and it is believed
that by that time the plant has stored suf-
ficient energy to produce quickly new
leaves and flower stalks. Experiments are
now being conducted by Homer Bradley
on Lake Chautauqua to determine if sev-
)wing aquatic plants,
s shown in operation.
Fig. 32. Machine tor i
Kcluge, where this machine
Intus per hour.
(luck potato, figs. 16 and 31, occupy areas
f(jrmerl\' held by ri\er bulrush.
We believe that the American lotus can
readil\- he drowned by flooding the plants
during the flowering period. In 1927,
American lotus was extirpated from many
M-ctions of the Illinois vallev by a summer-
long flood. Buttonbush and willows also
arc controlled b\- flooding, but it is nec-
(^-ary to inundate these species for over a
\ear. Cattail, marsh cordgrass, cane
[I'hrayinites communis) and water wil-
liiw {Decodon verticill/itus) . all marsh
plants, are also readily controlled b\' in-
undation.
It is necessary to cut herbaceous aquatic
plants over an extended period to eradi-
cate the beds completely. Mowing at least
twice per year for 2 or more years is nec-
essary for such species as cattails, river
Inilrush and American lotus. With the
possible exception of American lotus.
po;
ike Chautauqua National Wildlife
sible to mow an acre ot .American
eral mowings, beginning in June and re-
peated at inter\als throughout the sum-
mer, will control lotus more successfully
than mowings made only before flowering
occurs.
Mowing with a scythe may successfully
remove patches of river bulrush, cattail,
lotus and other marsh species. Several
duck clubs have found it practical to re-
move lotus from mud flats and shallow-
water areas with scythes. At the Crane
Lake Club, an average of 1 man-day was
necessary to mow, by hand, 1 acre of lotus
growing on moist soil.
A mechanical underwater weed cutter
that can be purchased, fig. 32, consists of a
sickle attachment operated by a small
motor, mounted on the bow of a shallow-
draft boat. At the Crystal Lake Club,
across the Mississippi River from Burling-
ton, Iowa, and at Lake Chautauqua, this
mower has been u.sed successfullv to cut
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American lotus. Under favorable working
conditions, 1 acre of lotus was cut per
hour. Mowing lotus with the mechanical
weed cutter before leaves and flower stalks
are extended above the water surface
would result in faster mowing and would
lessen trouble caused by vegetation piling
up beneath the boat, but might necessitate
three or four mowings per year.
Frederic Leopold reports that, at Crystal
Lake, lotus beds mowed once in 1939 and
twice in 1940 were reduced in size and
much less dense in 1941 than check beds
that had not been cut.
Several chemical sprays and dusts have
been used in an attempt to control various
aquatic and marsh weeds. At Crystal
Lake, Frederic Leopold and Arthur Haw-
kins experimented with the use of copper
sulfate and sodium chloride in the control
of river bulrush. Only copper sulfate ap-
peared to have any effect on this species.
The chemical caused some loss of vigor in
the plants, but did not materially retard
their growth.
Martin & Uhler (1939) experimented
with various chemicals on water chestnut
and other worthless marsh plants on the
Potomac River in 1935 and 1936, using
chemicals in solution applied with a pres-
sure sprayer and, where possible, also in
the form of dusts. Chemicals they experi-
mented with were sodium chlorate, sodium
arsenite, sodium chloride, copper sulfate,
iron sulfate, zinc chloride, ammonium
thiocyanate, calcium oxide and a commer-
cial herbicide.
They found that the most effective kill
was obtained on calm, hot days of bright
sunshine, and the best solution consisted of
1 pound of dry, powdered sodium arsenite
and one-half pound of sodium chlorate dis-
solved in 1 gallon of water and sprayed
over an area of 150 square feet of plant
growth. River bulrush they controlled
fairly well by a solution of ammonium
thiocyanate : 1 1'z pounds of that chemical
in 1 gallon of water applied to 150 square
feet of marsh. They sprayed chemical
solutions by means of 4-gallon, hand-oper-
ated sprayers capable of developing a
pressure of 90 pounds.
At the present time chemical control of
aquatic and marsh weeds is in the experi-
mental stage. It is too expensive to use
over extensive areas, results are uncertain
and many of the chemicals used are dan-
gerous not only to wildlife and fish but
also to man.
Natural Propagation
Aquatic and marsh plants frequently
make their appearance in newly created
or altered habitats by natural methods of
dispersal. Seeds and other propagative
parts are carried by water, ducks and other
water birds. Evidence indicates that seeds
of certain plants may be deposited and re-
main viable on a lake bottom for several
years, not germinating until suitable
growth conditions prevail.
With increased stabilization of water,
5 acres of sago pondweed appeared at Saw-
mill Lake in 1939 and increased to over
115 acres in 1940, table 2. So far as is
known, no plantings of sago pondweed
were made there. Evidently because of
improved environment, wild rice appeared
in 1939 over 81 acres at Douglas Lake,
where it had been absent for a number of
years. Wild rice appeared in 1939 at Rice
and Beebe lakes without being planted,
table 3.
The rapidity with which most moist-soil
plants appear by natural propagation when
conditions become suitable is indicated in
table 5. The occurrence of over 141 acres
of water hemp and 79 acres of nutgrasses
at Crane Lake, and 153 acres of nodding
smartweed, over 84 acres of nutgrasses
and nearly 931 acres of water hemp at
Clear Lake is noteworthy in this respect.
Wild millet has appeared with planted
Japanese millet at these lakes. The
nearly 50 acres of millet at Quiver Lake
in 1940 came probably from seeds depos-
ited by plants growing there in 1936 and
1937.'
In 1937 and 1938, Gilbert Lake and
sloughs near the mouth of the Illinois
River were barren of plants except for
chufa. Nearby Flat Lake contained, dur-
ing the summer of 1938, scattered patches
of water dock {Rumex altissimus) , water
plantain {Alisma Plantago-aquatka) and
marsh cord grass.
In the summer of 1938, after the Alton
navigation dam on the Mississippi River
had been placed in operation these Illinois
valley areas were flooded. Since then the
pool level has been fairly constant during
the summer season. By July, 1940, the
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forest-lined sloughs were carpeted by
greater and lesser duckweed, and they also
supported extensive beds of mud plantain,
coontail and sago pondweed. A few beds
of longleaf pondweed, creeping water
primrose, bladderwort, marsh smartweed
and cattail were also growing there.
In July, 1940, extensive areas of Gilbert
Lake were covered by longleaf pondweed.
Scattered beds of mud plantain, coontail,
American lotus, duck potato, water prim-
rose, river bulrush and cattail occurred.
In 1938, none of these species had been
seen there.
Marsh smartweed appeared at Flat
Lake in 1939, forming a bed of some 20
acres. In July, 1940, parts of this bed
had died, apparently because of the deep
water. Scattered patches of coontail and
longleaf and sago pondweeds also dotted
the lake.
A pond at the Crystal Lake Club appar-
ently contained no vegetation in 1939.
Lack of vegetation seemed to be due to
high turbidity created by rough fish. Re-
moval of the fish cleared the water in 1940.
An abundance of muskgrass and leafy
pondweed shortly afterward covered the
area. No plantings of these species had
been made.
No submerged and only a few emergent
aquatic plants occurred in McGinnis
Slough, Cook County, in 1939. When en-
vironmental conditions improved in 1940,
approximately 28 acres of giant bur-reed,
and over 144 acres of muskgrass, coontail
and leafy pondweed appeared in the
slough. No plantings of these species had
been made.
From this evidence it appears that the
sowing of duck food plants is not always
essential to the establishment of waterfowl
feeding grounds, for frequently the plants
become established by natural means, upon
the creation of a suitable environment.
The planting of duck food plants is often
advisable, however, to speed development
of natural food resources and to insure
valuable species a start against competing
weed species.
Management Recommendations
For many years, duck clubs along the
Illinois River have been attempting to im-
prove the waterfowl habitat by planting
numerous species of aquatic and marsh
plants. Most of these plantings have been
made with little regard for environmental
conditions. Reports received from 31 rep-
resentative duck clubs in the valley show
that all but three of these clubs have
planted waterfowl food plants of some
sort in recent years.
Table 10 summarizes the results of
waterfowl food plantings made by 28 duck
clubs in the Illinois valley. Thirty-four
plantings failed, while 22 plantings were
at least partially successful. Japanese mil-
let plantings were more successful than
those of any other species; fair results were
secured from duck potato plantings.
Since 1934, thousands of dollars have
been spent by Illinois valley duck clubs
for aquatic plant propagating material. In
1939, 12 clubs reported that in the pre-
vious 3 years they had spent more than
$970 on planting stock and more than $320
on labor employed to sow it. Sixteen other
clubs, of 26 answering a questionnaire
sent out in 1940, reported that they had
spent $1,760 for duck food plantings in
1939. Three duck clubs spent $1,050 for
coontail, sago pondweed and several other
Table 10.—Results of waterfowl food plantings made by 28 duck clubs in the Illinois River valley
in recent years.
Species
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plants in the spring and early summer of
1940. When 1 inspected these plantings
in August and September of the same year,
only fragmentary and unsatisfactory re-
sults were apparent. In one duck club
pond, $200 worth of coontail had been
dumped, upon the recommendation of a
specialist from an aquatic nursery. There
was not a trace of coontail left when I in-
spected the area 3 months later. High
turbidity and shallow water undoubtedly
were responsible for its disappearance.
Field inspection indicates that wide-
spread failure of aquatic plantings cannot
necessarily be charged to poor stock but
rather may often be caused by planting
species where conditions are not suitable
for their survival or by planting stock
that is not indigenous to the region. Exist-
ing plants and environmental conditions
should be noted, and species known to
grow under similar conditions should be
used. It must be remembered that, if a
habitat becomes suitable for a particular
species, that plant usually appears through
natural dissemination of propagative parts.
What, then, can be done to improve
waterfowl feeding grounds? Evidence
presented heretofore in this paper indicates
that improvement of the area by control-
ling water levels is the best attack. In
the Illinois River valley there are two
methods of controlling the water levels and
thereby managing the habitat. Which
method is to be followed must necessarily
depend upon prevailing conditions in the
area under consideration. Whether the
level of drainage of the river is above or
below the lake basin is of primary import-
ance in determining the method to be
used.
Method A.—The type of habitat re-
sulting from the first method furnishes
more food per unit area and attracts larger
numbers of mallards and pintails than
other types of habitats. It is, therefore,
the optimum waterfowl habitat in the Illi-
nois River valley.
The water levels should be lowered suf-
ficiently by July 1 to leave at least 30 per
cent of the area in mud flats, allowing
such moist-soil plants as nutgrasses, water
hemp or pigweed, various smartweeds, teal
grass, wild and Japanese millets and rice
cut-grass—all good duck food plants—to
develop on the mud flats. These plants
usually appear by natural means, without
the necessity of sowing. However, if
they have not occurred on the grounds in
a number of years, it is advisable to sow
the mud flats with Japanese millet seed and
tubers of chufa. Chufa might well replace
other less valuable nutgrasses, which pro-
Fig. 33.—Small dam constructed at outlet
of lake. The lake shown here is fed by springs;
closing of the gate in the hunting season will
flood the area.
duce no tubers and which are the more
abundant of the species in the Illinois
River valley.
In order to make the seeds, tubers or
rootstocks of the moist-soil plants available
to waterfowl, it is necessary to flood the
beds in the fall months. Springs, streams,
pumps and natural rises in the Illinois
River are used in conjunction with dams,
fig. 33, and levees to flood such areas. Fig.
2 shows that over a period of 20 years
there is a trend toward a rise in the Illi-
nois River waters during these months.
Management method A was used suc-
cessfully in 1940 at Horn Lake, Clear
Lake and Bath Lake. It is generally appli-
cable to that region below the Peoria dam
as far as Treadway Lake, near Browning,
and to the Meredosia Bay region, near
Meredosia.
Method B.—The type of habitat re-
sulting from the second method is more
attractive to diving ducks, baldpates and
gadwalls than the first type.
Water levels should be maintained as
nearly constant as possible at a depth of
2 to 3 feet. This creates a habitat suitable
for such submerged and floating aquatic
plants as longleaf, sago and bushy pond-
weeds and coontail. As a result of the
water level created by the Peoria naviga-
tion dam, bodies of water between Peoria
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and Henr\ appear to be best adapted to
this type of management.
Tolerant Food Plants
Where little can be done to impro\e the
physical condition of a bottomland lake
through stabilization or control of the
water level, the only remaining alternati\'e
is to encourage vegetation that is tolerant
of such an environment. The following
plants have the ability to grow under con-
ditions resulting from irregular fluctua-
tions, and among them are a few impor-
tant waterfowl food species which should
be considered in a program to improve
habitats through planting: giant bur-reed,
duck potato, arrowleaf, rice cut-grass, wild
millet, Japanese millet, teal grass, marsh
smartweed, swamp smartweed, nodding
smartweed, chufa, creeping water prim-
rose and water hemp or pigweed. Giant
bur-reed, duck potato, arrowleaf, rice cut-
grass, marsh smartweed, swamp smart-
weed and creeping water primrose grow
in shallow water (averaging less than 1
foot) and on mud flats and banks. Japan-
ese and wild millets, teal grass, chufa, nod-
ding smartweed and water hemp grow on
moist to fairly dry soils.
As determined from examinations of
duck gizzards by Harry Anderson* and
by Martin 5: Uhler ( 19.S9), rice cut-grass,
wild millet, Japanese millet, marsh smart-
weed and chufa are among the most val-
uable waterfowl food plants in the Illinois
and Mississippi river valleys.
Before 1940, creeping water primrose,
fig. 34, had her-ti found :l^ f.ir north as
Fig. 34. L rct-ping water primrose {'Jussiaen
liitfii.ui]. Small areas of this plant occur near
Havana and near the mouth ot the Illinois
River. A fair duck food, this southern plant
may prove to be valuable in certain areas
that lack first class duck toods.
Fig. 35.—White water lily ( Castalia luberosa)
is a slightly better duck food than American
lotus, from which it can be distinguished by
its clelt leaves.
Gilbert Lake and sloughs near the Illinois
River mouth. In 1940, I observed several
beds in Lake Chautauqua, the first such
record for this lake. Several bushels of
\\ater primrose plants were transplanted in
July to lakes near Havana which have
fluctuating water levels. They were
planted on mud flats and in shallow water,
and despite a 20-inch rise in v\ater levels
the plantings were thriving in October.
In regard to the value of creeping water
primrose, Francis M. Uhler (letter, Jan.
22, 1941) states: "I have considered it a
third-grade duck food, in about the same
class as the white water lily ( fig. 35 ) , pick-
erelweed and the arrowheads. In the re-
gion centering around Arkansas, mallards,
ring-necked ducks, baldpates, blue-winged
teal and wood ducks have been found to
Iced on water primrose seeds in fair quan-
tities, sometimes eating thousands of seeds.
A mallard contained more than 100.000
seeds of a Jussiaen that was not identified
to species."
On the question of planting water prim-
rose, Mr. Uhler states: "In areas like the
Illinois River valley, where first-class duck
foods are scarce because of fluctuating
water levels, I would favor planting it in
those areas where the better food plants
cannot thrive, for it can tolerate irregular
fluctuations in water levels that would
destroy most of the truly aquatic plants."
In the propagation of aquatic and
marsh plants, various parts are employed.
*Working on Illinois Natural History Survey Fed-
eral Aid Project 2-R. referred to earlier in this paper.
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Some kinds develop best from seeds, others
from tubers, rootstocks, cuttings or entire
plants. Time, method, cost and ease of
planting are factors to be considered in
selecting the types of propagating material.
Smartweed seeds, for instance, are usually
low in germination unless scarified or
stored under conditions approaching nat-
ural freezing and thawing of winter.
Pondweeds readily develop from cuttings,
transplants and seeds. Japanese millet seed
is inexpensive, easily sown and produces
good results when natural conditions are
favorable. Table 11 lists the parts of a
number of waterfowl food plants most de-
sirable to use in planting. Data on propa-
gative parts have been adapted largely
from McAtee (1939) and Martin &
Uhler (1939).
Japanese millet and chufa are best sown
on mud flats left exposed by receding
waters. Such flats usually occur, as shown
in fig. 2, in July and August. In the Illi-
nois River valley, in order to assure ma-
turity, this millet and chufa should be
planted previous to July 15. Plantings
made as late as Aug. 1, however, will oc-
casionally mature before frost. Because of
the low germination rate of dry-stored
smartweed seeds, these seeds should usually
be sown in the fall, unless stored as pre-
viously mentioned.
Other species of aquatic and marsh
plants may be planted in the spring or
fall months. Where there are large con-
centrations of waterfowl during the
autumn, however, there is danger that the
propagative material may be consumed by
them. Planting in early spring is often un-
wise because of the erratic water levels
created by high water, usually prevalent at
that time. For most aquatic species, the
latter part of May and the first part of
June constitute the best planting period.
By this time the migrating waterfowl have
departed, the spring floods are usually
subsiding, and yet the plantings should
have sufficient time to mature before frost.
Methods of Planting
Seeds of Japanese millet and smart-
weeds are easily broadcast over mud flats.
Smartweed seeds may be broadcast in
shallow water that will later recede, leav-
ing exposed mud flats. Water-saturated
seeds of most aquatic plants, such as the
pondweeds, will usually sink. If they
float, they should be embedded in small
clay balls and these dropped in water of
the correct depth. With softstem and
hardstem bulrushes, which are good duck
food plants not to be confused with river
bulrush, greater success has resulted from
broadcasting the soaked seeds upon the
moist soil along the edge of the water than
from sowing them in shallow water. A
bushel of seeds of these plants is sufficient
to cover 1 acre.
Tubers of sago pondweed and white
water lily are easily planted by embedding
one or two tubers in a clay ball and drop-
ping the balls overboard from a boat in
the desired place. Rootstocks of giant bur-
reed, spikerush, bulrushes, pickerelweed
and marsh smartweed are easily planted
by hand, the operator wading into the
shallow water and embedding the root-
stocks in the soft mud. Where the soil is
hard, a hoe or spade may be found neces-
sary to dig a pocket. Tubers of chufa may
be broadcast on mud flats that are dragged
or raked afterwards, or they may be
planted to a depth of 1 or 2 inches by hand.
About one bushel of chufa tubers is re-
quired for each acre to be planted, while
1,000 to 1,200 tubers and rootstocks of
other aquatic and marsh plants are suffi-
cient to sow 1 acre.
Leafy cuttings of the pondweeds grow
successfully if short sections of the stem
containing two or three nodes are covered
by 1 inch of soil. They may be planted
by hand in water up to 30 inches in depth,
or in deeper water by first forming a ball
of mud around several cuttings. The balls
then should be dropped from a boat at the
rate of about one per 2 square yards.
Lynn Hutchens and 1 planted several
species of aquatic plants in early August,
1940, in the newly created Skokie Lagoons
of Cook County. Most of the transplant
material was gathered at Fox Lake.
Approximately 2,500 longleaf pondweed
plants, 4,000 muskgrass "tufts," 100
creeping water primrose plants and over
1,000 each of hardstem bulrush and giant
bur-reed plants were used. When I in-
spected the Skokie Lagoons on July 21,
1941, I found dense longleaf pondweed
beds around the margins of the lagoons
where the plantings were made. I found
only a few clumps of muskgrass and only
two patches of creeping water primrose.
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Perhaps due to bank washing, less than tural History Survey successfully trans-
10 per cent of the hardstem bulrush and planted a number of emergent species in
giant bur-reed plants had survived, and 1940. In this instance. 1,500 duck potato
no spread had occurred from these. transplants showed a survival of over 95
Dr. Lee E. Yeager of the Illinois Nat- per cent, while both hardstem and soft-
Table 11.—Aquatic plants, with parts most suited for propagation, and optimum
planting conditions.
Species of Plant Propagating Parts Optimum Planting
Conditions*
Giant bur-reed
Sparga fi ium eiirycarpum
Sago pondweed
Polamogelon peclinatns
Longleat pondweed
Potamogeton a?>iericaniis
Bushy pondweed
Najas guadalupensis
Duck potato
Sagillaria latijolia
Arrowleaf
Lopholocarpus calycinus
VVaterweeds
Anacharis sp.
Wild celery
Vallisneria spiralis
Rice cut-grass
Leersia oryzoides
Wild rice
Zizania aqttatica
Japanese millet
Echinochioa frumenlacea
Chufa
Cypenis esculenliis
Spike rushes
Eleocharis sp.
Common three-square
Scirpits americaTius
.Softstem bulrush
Scirpus validus
Hardstem bulrush
Scirpus aciilus
River bulrush
Scirpus flu-jialilis
Greater duckweed
Spirodehi polyrhiza
Pickerelweed
Ponlederia cordala
Marsh smartweed
Polygonum Muhlenhergii
Swamp smartweed
Polygonum hydropiperoides
Nodding smartweed
Polygonum lapalhifolium
Largeseed smartweed
Polygonum pennsylvanicum
Coontail
Ceratophyllum demersum
American lotus
Nelumbo lulea
White water lily
Castalia tuberosa
Creeping water primrose
Jussiaea dijfusa
Buttonbush
Cephalanthus occidentalis
Rootstocks, entire plants, seeds
Entire plants, tubers, leafy
cuttings, seeds
Entire plants, leafy cuttings,
seeds
Leafy cuttings, entire plants
Tubers, entire plants, seeds
Entire plants, seeds
Masses of plants
Winter buds, rootstocks, seeds
Rootstocks, entire plants, seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Tubers, transplants
Rootstocks, entire plants
Entire plants, rootstocks, seeds
Entire plants, rootstocks, seeds
Entire plants, rootstocks, seeds
Entire plants, rootstocks,
woody tubers
Masses of plants
Rootstocks, entire plants
Rootstocks, entire plants
I Entire plants, seeds
Seeds, transplants
Seeds, transplants
Masses of plants
Rootstocks, seeds
Tubers
Entire plants, roots, seeds
j
Cuttings, transplants
Moist soil to 12 inches
2 to 4 feet
18 inches to 3 teet
18 inches to 40 inches
Moist soil to 18 inches
Moist soil to 18 inches
2 to 6 feet
30 inches to 5 feet
Moist soil to 6 inches
1 to 3 feet
Moist soil
Fairly dry to moist soil
Moist soil
Moist soil to 6 inches
Moist soil to 12 inches
Moist soil to 20 inches
Moist soil to 12 inches
Broadcast on water surface
3 inches to 14 inches
Moist soil to 18 inches
Moist soil to 8 inches
Fairly dry to moist soil
Moist soil
2 to 5 feet
20 inches to 40 inches
28 inches to 40 inches
Moist soil to 3 feet (in pro-
tected areas)
Moist soil to 6 inches
*Measurements indicate optimum depth of water in which seed may be sown or plant parts planted.
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Stem bulrush and white water lily, aggre-
gating over 3,000 plants, showed an aver-
age sur\ival of about 90 per cent. This
planting was made about mid June on
Lake Glendale, an 80-acre artificial lake
flooded only 3 months previously, in the
Shawnee National Forest in Illinois.
Dr. Yeager used the entire plants, with
as little disturbance to the roots as possible.
The duck potato stock averaged about 6
inches high. Care was taken in digging to
avoid disturbing the soil about the roots
or dislodging the tuber. The plants were
transported by truck to the planting site,
2 miles distant, and set within a few hours
after being dug. Planting was in moist
soil and in shallow water, and consisted
merely of setting each duck potato clump
in a hole roughly cut to fit, followed by
light firming with the foot. In August, 2
months later, these plants averaged nearly
2 feet in height, and in addition, each had
given rise to an average of about five
other plants.
The softstem and hardstem bulrushes
were lifted as "sod" clumps ; and the water
lily stock consisted of 8- to 10-inch lengths
of the large, fleshy roots. The lilies were
buried in the bottom soil ; the bulrushes
were planted in the moist soil along the
shore. The water lily stock was leaf-
clipped, although this operation may not
have been necessary. Hardstem bulrush
transplanted in June matured seed later in
the season.
Fragments of the growing branches of
coontail and waterweed readily grow into
entire plants. While fragments or masses
of these plants may by themselves become
attached to the bottom after being placed
in the water, it is advisable to anchor
some plants to the bottom. Such attach-
ment prevents the plantings from being
washed ashore or displaced by wind. An
oar or forked stick is often satisfactory in
anchoring masses of these plants to the
bottom. About 8 bushels of these species
are necessary to plant 1 acre.
At Lake Chautauqua National Wildlife
Refuge, the placing of willow and button-
bush cuttings in moist soil readily resulted
in growth. There was an exceptionally
high success of the buttonbush cuttings.
Failure of a number of plots was due to
wave washing and to flooding.
The depths best suited for propagating
aquatic and marsh plants in the Illinois
Ri\er valley are given in table 11. The
figures are based on depths at which the
plants were found growing in the bottom-
land lakes. Only the normal depth range
of the plants is listed. Abnormal variance
created by drought or floods is not given.
For example, American lotus often exists
on mud flats in midsummer, and grows in
10 feet of water during the spring. River
bulrush and marsh smartweed have been
observed living for short periods in water
4 or more feet in depth ; longleaf pondweed
has existed, temporarily, on mud flats.
Summary
1. The major waterfowl habitat in Illi-
nois extends along the Illinois River for
140 miles, coinciding with the distribution
of bottomland lakes.
2. The water levels of the river and the
connecting bottomland lakes customarily
fluctuate greatly with the season. Recently
navigation dams have stabilized water
levels in many lakes.
3. At other lakes, natural and artificial
levees stabilize and control water levels.
4. With respect to water levels, the
bottomland lakes lying adjacent to the
Illinois River may be grouped into three
classes: stable, semistable and fluctuating.
5. Abundance of aquatic plants in vari-
ous lakes of the Illinois River valley was
determined by plotting the vegetation beds
on base maps and measuring the areas by
means of a planimeter.
6. A comprehensive survev of plant spe-
cies in 1938, 1939 and 1940 in more than
20 lakes in the Illinois River valley re-
vealed that sago and longleaf pondweeds,
coontail and marsh smartweeds predomi-
nated at lakes with stable water levels.
River bulrush, American lotus and coon-
tail topped the list in semistable lakes. In
lakes with fluctuating waters, only river
bulrush and American lotus were abun-
dant. In 1936, 1937 and 1940, however,
moist-soil plants—such as millets, smart-
weeds, nutgrasses and water hemp—were
very abundant on the mud flats about cer-
tain lakes of this last class.
7. Floods which occur between June
and September may be destructive to
aquatic plants. A reduction in the abun-
dance of sago pondweed, American lotus,
duck potato and river bulrush is often di-
rectly traceable to high water.
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8. Drought may not only lower water
levels sufficienth' to enable desirable
moist-soil herbaceous plants to develop on
mud flats, but it may also be conducive to
growth of buttonbush and willows, species
of little or no value as sources of water-
fowl food.
9. Turbidity is influenced by fluctuat-
ing water levels, wave action, fish, plants,
soils and pollution.
10. A transparency of less than 9 inches,
through the growing season, almost pre-
cludes development of submerged and
floating aquatic plants.
11. Soils and sedimentation, wave ac-
tion and commercial fishing are other fac-
tors influencing the development of aqua-
tic plants.
12. The amount of seeds produced by
certain duck food plants varies annually
and with the habitat in which the plant
grows. Moist-soil plants apparenth' pro-
duce more seeds per unit area than aquatic
plants.
13. Rice cut-grass, coontail, marsh
smartweed and longleaf pondweed were
the best duck food plants in the Illinois
River valley in 1938, when moist-soil
plants were wanting. Wild and Japanese
millets, pigweed, nutgrasses and nodding
smartweed were among the top-ranking
foods in 1939 and 1940.
14. American lotus, river bulrush, but-
tonbush and willow furnish little or no
duck food, and are undesirable in many
waterfowl feeding grounds, since they
compete with more valuable duck food
plants.
15. Present methods for control of
aquatic and marsh weeds leave much to
be desired. Natural, manual, mechanical
and chemical methods may be employed.
Flooding and cutting the weeds by hand or
by a mechanical device appear to be the
most practical methods.
16. Aquatic and marsh plants spread
into newly created or altered habitats by
natural dispersal methods.
17. Only fair and temporary benefits
have thus far resulted from thousands of
dollars spent by duck clubs on waterfowl
food plantings.
18. At least partial control of water
levels through small dams and levees is
necessary if duck clubs in certain areas are
to achieve maximum results from water-
fowl food planting programs.
19. Two desirable methods of manag-
ing waterfowl habitats in the Illinois
River valley are as follows
:
(a) Lower waters early in summer,
exposing mud flats for development of
moist-soil plants such as nutgrasses, pig-
weed, smartweeds, rice cut-grass, wild
and Japanese millets. This method is,
in general, suited to the area between
Peoria and Browning.
(b) Maintain water level at depths
of 2 to 3 feet for development of aquatic
plants such as sago, longleaf and bushy
pondweeds and coontail. This method
is, in general, suited to the region be-
tween Henry and Peoria.
20. \\'here it is impossible to improve
physical conditions, plantings should be
made only of those species tolerant of fluc-
tuating water levels and turbidity.
21. In certain years it is possible to
take advantage of natural conditions to
plant Japanese millet and chufa on mud
flats.
22. Aquatic and moist-soil plants gen-
erally appear naturalh' in areas wiien suit-
able environmental conditions occur.
23. Desirable duck food plants may be
propagated from one or more of the fol-
lowing: tubers, rootstocks, winter buds,
leafy cuttings, seeds and transplants of en-
tire plants.
24. The most favorable planting time in
the Illinois River valley is late May and
early June.
25. Water-saturated aquatic plant seeds
often sink in water ; if they float, they
should be embedded m mud balls before
being planted. In shallow water, tubers
and rootstocks of aquatic plants may be
planted directly in the bottom ; in deep
water, they should be embedded first in
mud balls, which can then be dropped in
the desired place.
26. Marsh plants usually thrive on
moist soil, or in water not more than 18
inches deep. Aquatic plants do best in
water IS inches to 4 feet in depth. Lack
of transparency in water is a limiting fac-
tor in the depth to which aquatic plants
will grow.
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APPENDIX
List of Waterfowl Food Plants in the Illinois River Valley
The following is a list of all but the rarer
plants occurring in the Illinois River valley
that may be used as food by waterfowl. With
few exceptions the classification and nomencla-
ture follow Gray's New Manual of Botany^
Seventh Edition.
nd Vernacular
Longleaf pondweed, deer's
tongue
Leafy pondweed
Small pondweed
Sago pondweed, teal grass,
eel grass
Bushy pondweed. southern
naiad
Water plantain
AiTGwleaf, arrowhead
Duck potato, wapato,
arrowhead, bootjack
Stiff arrowhead , duck po-
tato
Waterweed, elodea
Narrow-leaved waterweed
Wild celery, tape grass
Creeping eragrostis, love
grass, teal grass
Common reed, cane
Wild rye
Marsh cord grass, slough
grass, marsh hay
White grass
Rice cut-grass, saw grass
Catch-flv grass
Wild rice
Witchgrass
Switchgrass
Fall panicnm , spreading
switchgrass
Wild millet, barnyard grass,
duck millet, corn grass,
d-jck corn
Japanese millet, duck mil-
let
Walter's millet, corn grass.
tall duck mdlet
Nutgrass, straw-colored cy-
perus, teal grass
Nutgrass, red-rooted cy-
perus. teal grass
Chufa, ground almond, nut-
grass, teal grass
American bulrush, three-
square
Softstem bulrush, tule,
roundstem bulrush
Hardstem bulrush, big bul-
rush, tule
River bulrush, flag, three-
square flag
Dark-green bulrush
C.
Scientific Names
Chara spp.
Sparganium enrycarpu
Engelm.
Polamogelon americanu.
& S.
Polamogelon foliosus Raf.
Polamogelon pusillus L.
Polamogelon pectinatiis L
Najas guadalupensis
(Spreng.) Morong.
Alisma Plantago-aquaticQ
Lopholocarpits calyciniis
(Engelm.) J. G. Sm.
Sagillaria lalifolia Willd.
Sagillaria cuneala Sheldon
Sagillaria rigida (Pursh)
Engelm.
A nacharis canadensis
(Michx.) Planch.
Anacharis occidentalis
(Pursh) Vict.
Vallisneria spiralis L.
Eragrostis hypnoides (Lam.)
BSP.
Phragmiies communis
Trin.
Elymus virginicus L.
Spartina Michau.xiana
Hitchc.
Leersia virginica Willd.
Leersia oryzoides (L.) Sw.
Leersia lenticular is Michx.
Zizania aqualica L.
Panicum capillare L.
Panicum Galtingeri Nash
Panicum virgatum L.
Panicum dicholomiflorum
Michx.
Echinochloa crwi^alli (L.)
Beauv.
Echinochloa frumenlacea
(Roxb.) Link
Echinochloa Walleri (Pursh)
Nash
Cyperus slrigosus L.
Cyperus erythrorhizos Muhl.
Cyperus esculentus L.
Sr.irpus americanus Pers.
Scirpus validus Vahl.
Scirpus aculHs Muhl.
Scirpus Jiuviatilis (Torr.)
Gray
Scirpus atrovirens Muhl.
Blunt spike rush, wiregrass
Common spike rush, wire-
grass
Arrow arum, wampee, duck
Greater duckweed, teal
moss, seed moss, floating
duck's meat
Submerged duckweed, star
duckweed, star duck's
meat
Lesser duckweed, teal moss,
seed moss floating duck's
meat
Minute duckweed
Watermeal
Pickerelweed
Mud plantain, water star-
grass
Tall dock, pale dock
Curly dock, yellow dock
Swamp dock
Nodding smartweed
Marsh smartweed, red-top,
shoestring, water smart-
Largeseed smartweed
Water pepper
Dotted smartweed
Lady's thumb
Swamp smartweed, white
water smartweed
Arrowleaf tearthumb
Water hemp p-gweed. hog-
weed
Coontail. hornwort, foxtail
moss, water moss, moss
Yellow pond lily, spatter-
dock
White water lily, pond lily
American lotus, yawky,
yorkey nut. yonkapin
White water buttercup
Fox grape
Riverbank grape
Marsh mallow
Long-leaved ;
Water willow, swamp loose-
strife
Creeping water primrose,
floating primrose willow
Water milfoil
Swamp privet
Fog-fruit
Bladderwort
Buttonbush, buckbrush
Greater ragweed
Lesser ragweed
Western ragweed
Cocklebur
Spanish needles,
ticks, pitchfork;
Eleocharis oblusa (Willd.
Schultes
Eleocharis palustris (L.) R.
&S.
Pellandra virginica (L.)
Kunth
Spirodela polyrhiza (L.)
Schleid.
Lemna irisulca L.
Lemna minor L.
Lemna minima Phillipi
Wolffia Columbiana Karst.
Wolffia punctata Griseb.
Pontederia cordata L
Heteranlhera dubia (Tacq.)
MacM.
Rumex altissimus Wood
Rumex crispus L.
Rumex verticillalus L.
Polygonum lapaihifolium L.
Polygonum Muhlenbe^gii
(Meisn.) Wats.
Polygonum penn.svlvanicum
L.
Polygonum Hydropiper L.
Polygonum punclalum Ell.
Polygonum Persicaria L.
Polygonum hydropiperaides
Michx.
Pdygonum sagillatum L.
Acnida tuberculala Moq.
Ceratophyllum demersum ]
Nymphaea advena Ait.
Castalia tuberosa (Paine)
Greene
Nelumbolulea (Willd.) Pers.
Ranunculus aquatilis L. var.
capillaceus DC.
Radicula Naslurlium-
aquaiicum (L.) Britten &
Rendle
Vitis labrusca L.
Vitis vulpina L.
Hibiscus militaris Cav.
Ammannia coccinea Rottb.
Decodon verticillalus (L.)
Ell.
Jussiaea diffusa Forsk.
Myriophyllum spp.
Foresliera acuminata
(Michx.) Poir.
Lippia lanceolala Michx.
Uiricularia spp.
Cephalanthus occidentalis L.
Ambrosia trifida L.
Ambrosia arlemisiifolia L.
Ambrosia psilostachya DC.
Xanthium spp.
Bidens cernua L.
Bidens comosa (Gray' ^ie-
gand
Bidens trichosperma
(Michx.) Britton
Bidens frondosa L.
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